Kane For Treasurer

Who am I?

First Year law student living in Bev ½ who’s from a town called Scunthorpe (up the North)

Why Vote me?

- I passed GCSE maths, so I know a thing or two about numbers
- I’ll work with the JCR to give us the freshers we deserve and should’ve gotten last year
- I learned today there’s a constitution; I will make sure we stick to it
- We will make smart money decisions like buying Bitcoin
- Many other applicants are friends so collaboration will be easy

My Aims

- Fight to secure as much funding as possible so for our first proper year we have as much access to sports, welfare, BOPs and formals as we can.
- Aim to increase inclusion, especially due to the lack of meeting we have been able to do this year
- Work with the JCR to make sure we increase our portfolio and the aims set out by the president

Special Skills

- I can drink a whole bottle of dolmio pasta sauce
- I can get to 78 on centurion before chunning

PS This will be you if you vote for me -->